In 2014, we established a pharmacogenetics unit with the intention of facilitating the integration of pharmacogenetic testing into clinical practice. This unit was centered around two main ideas: i) individualization of clinical recommendations, and ii) preemptive genotyping in risk populations. Our unit is based on the design and validation of a single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) microarray, which has allowed testing of 180 SNPs associated with drug response (PharmArray), and clinical consultation regarding the results. Herein, we report our experience in integrating pharmacogenetic testing into our hospital and we present the results of the 2,539 pharmacogenetic consultation requests received over the past 3 years in our unit. The results demonstrate the feasibility of implementing pharmacogenetic testing in clinical practice within a national health system. Clin Transl Sci (2018) 11, 189-199; doi:10.1111/cts.12526; published online on 28 November 2017.
The high variability in drug response between individuals has been of serious concern to health professionals. Studying the influence of genetic variations in drug response phenotypes can provide a more individualized and effective design for drug treatment. 1 The rapid development of molecular techniques and bioinformatics in recent years has permitted the identification and characterization of many relevant genes and their association with undesired events, such as toxicity and therapeutic failure. Over the past decade, both the US Food and Drug Administration and the European Medicines Agency have incorporated pharmacogenetics information into drug labels available for prescribers and patients. 2 However, the integration of this approach into clinical practice has been challenging, due primarily to economic reasons, certain prescribers' skepticism and discomfort, 3, 4 and the difficulty of fitting caseby-case molecular analyses into the clinical routine. Despite these limitations, the increasing evidence supporting the integration of pharmacogenetics information into a clinical setting and the development of pharmacoeconomic studies reflecting the cost-effectiveness of a preemptive approach have to some extent fostered the transition to personalized medicine.
The difficulties of integrating pharmacogenetics into clinical practice are well recognized in the literature. A survey conducted in 2012 among members of the Spanish Societies of Pharmacology and Clinical Pharmacology classified the perceived barriers in Spain into three major groups related to low institutional promotion, the lack of clinical guidelines and protocols, and economic and institutional issues as well as ethical, legal, and social implications. 5 These reported hurdles are similar to those found in other countries. 6, 7 In 2011, the Translational Pharmacogenetics Program (TPP) of the National Institutes of Health (NIH) Pharmacogenomics Research Network was created to design solutions for the barriers to clinical pharmacogenetics implementation. Eight United States healthcare systems participated in this project by implementing custom pharmacogenetics implementation strategies. These institutions developed diverse solutions and workflows for pharmacogenetics implementation; however, they were all based on Clinical Pharmacogenetics Implementation Consortium (CPIC) guidelines, which provided some consistency among the various institutions. 8 Similarly, the Ubiquitous Pharmacogenomics Consortium and the Preemptive Pharmacogenomic Testing for Prevention of Adverse Drug Reactions (PREPARE) study were developed in Europe to design an implementation strategy and evaluate the impact of pharmacogenetics integration programs on clinical practice. 9 In this context, in 2014 our group created a Pharmacogenetics Unit with the intention of facilitating the implementation of a strategy for the preemptive genotyping of pharmacogenetics biomarkers associated with drug response in the clinical practice of our hospital. This unit is based on a clinical pharmacogenetics consultation and a custom single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) microarray, which has allowed screening of 180 SNPs associated with drug response (PharmArray). In this study, we report our strategy for the integration of pharmacogenetic testing into the clinical practice of a tertiary level hospital. We also report our activity over the last 3 years.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Setting description
La Paz University Hospital (LPUH) in Madrid is a 1,308-bed tertiary-care teaching hospital of the Spanish NHS serving a population of ß600,000 people. It is also a national reference center for up to 22 specific diseases. Our clinical pharmacogenetics unit is a multidisciplinary unit integrated into both the Clinical Pharmacology Department and the Institute of Medical and Molecular Genetics Institute (INGEMM) of our hospital.
The Clinical Pharmacology Department is linked to the Pharmacology and Therapeutics Department of the School of Medicine of the Autonomous University of Madrid. Therapeutic individualization has always been an important objective for our department, primarily through our therapeutic drug monitoring, therapeutic consultation, pharmacovigilance, 10 and clinical toxicology 11 programs. Therefore, adding a pharmacogenetics approach to our clinical practice appeared an essential tool for achieving a more personalized approach for the optimization of therapeutic strategies.
INGEMM was created in 2008 and belongs to the LPUH Health Research Institute. Over 40,000 genetic studies are performed every year in our institution as well as several competitive research projects in various areas related to omics.
Developing a strategy for the implementation of a pharmacogenetics unit
In the process of developing a strategy for the implementation of a pharmacogenetics unit in our hospital, we identified three main issues to address:
1. To obtain a minimum infrastructure to develop this activity, including setting up a pharmacogenetics unit in association with the INGEMM as well as the development of affordable and quick genotyping strategies. 2. To increase the knowledge and acceptance of pharmacogenetics among physicians through clinical sessions and development of clinical protocols and research projects. 3. To gain a wide acceptance and the necessary funding by the management of the hospital and the regional health system, demonstrating the cost-effectiveness and utility of adding a pharmacogenetics approach to clinical practice.
Developing an affordable and easy-to-use genotyping method SNP selection For the SNP selection process we decided to compose an in-house multidisciplinary team of clinical pharmacologists, molecular geneticists, and technicians to achieve good coverage of relevant pharmacogenetics associations in drug metabolism and transporter genes. Information about the pharmacogenetic testing variants and their impact on drug response was gathered mostly from the variant and clinical annotations in PharmGKB. 12 We relied mostly on level 1 through 3 Levels of Evidence based on PharmGKB Clinical Annotations. We also included some lower-evidence associations recently described but not yet implemented in the clinical routine that we found of local interest for further studies and research.
Array design and technology
We used the OpenArray technology first on the ABI Biotrove OpenArray NT image cycler system (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA) and recently updated to the QuantStudio 12K Flex Real-Time PCR System (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA). TaqMan SNP Genotyping Assays were selected in the catalog of PreDesigned and DME SNP Genotyping Assays for optimal typing of the polymorphic targets (Pub no: MAN0009593). The assays were then preloaded in the plates and configured onto OpenArrays.
The loading process is automatic, using the QuantStudio 12K Flex OpenArray AccuFill system. The arrays are then inserted into glass cases and sealed for polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and subsequent imaging. Genotypes are then determined using the TaqMan Genotyper software available from Thermo Fisher Scientific and the data are analyzed by a custom script (PharmHulp v. 1.0).
Array validation
Twenty commercially available DNA samples with previously reported CYP2D6, CYP2C19, and CYP2C9 genotypes were acquired from the Coriell Biorepository (Camden, NJ) in order Clinical and Translational Science to test the specificity and accuracy of the included assays and validate our platform. All samples were tested blindly.
Evaluating patient and physician's satisfaction
Since 2015 our unit is ISO9001:2008-certified and patient and physician's satisfaction is evaluated through surveys that include dichotomous (Yes/No), multiple choice, and numeric questions. Index of satisfaction (IS) was calculated using the following formula: 
RESULTS
Developing a strategy for the implementation of a pharmacogenetics unit at La Paz University Hospital
In the process of implementing pharmacogenetics in clinical practice, our main objective was to evolve from the usual ad hoc (case-by-case) genotyping strategy, in which the decision to perform a pharmacogenetics test is individualized and always linked to prescription, to a preemptive strategy in which genetic information would be obtained ab initio in risk populations (those who are susceptible to receive a drug from which pharmacogenetics information could be available) and would therefore be available at the moment of prescription. 13 To this end, we developed protocols in collaboration with the petitionary clinical services including pharmacogenetics markers relevant for drugs used for specific diseases, and therefore adopting an approach between a case-by-case strategy and a full preemptive one ( Table 1) .
Finally, our strategy is centered around the personalized medicine idea, in which an individualized interpretation of pharmacogenetics results is essential. Thus, unlike strategies based on alerts included in prescribing systems, each patient's clinical background, individual interactions, and other factors are taken into account, in addition to genetic information, to deliver an individual clinical recommendation.
Development of an affordable and easy-to-use genotyping method: Application of a custom SNP array (PharmArray) in a clinical pharmacogenetics unit
We designed a customized SNP microarray based on OpenArray Technology (Thermo Fisher Scientific) for the pharmacogenetics test (PharmArray, registration number 4571001). Human leukocyte antigen (HLA)-B studies were performed by Sanger sequencing and INNO-LIPA HLA-B probe assays (Fujirebio, Malvern, PA) for accurate allele discrimination.
SNP selection
We selected the 16-sample x 192 SNP format because it fulfilled our requirements and best fit the particular workflow and volume of patients in our hospital at that time. Our original version (PharmArray 2013) allowed testing of 192 SNPs in the same run. However, because of technical specifications and changes in manufacturer formatting, we recently had to update the number of probes to 180. The final compilation of SNPs included in our custom array and the specific treatments related to each gene are shown in Table 2 .
Array validation
We genotyped 20 Coriell samples with previously reported genotypes for three relevant pharmacogenetics markers: CYP2C19, CYP2C9, and CYP2D6. Our design allowed an accurate determination of 95% of the genotypes; however, due to limitations of the technique, we found some discrepancies, especially among those samples showing copy number variants in CYP2D6 ( * 5 allele and xN alleles) and those expressing extremely rare haplotypes that were not included in our design (CYP2C19 * 10 and CYP2C9 * 9). These specific determinations are not included in our clinical routine.
Structure and functioning of the phamacogenetics unit at La Paz University Hospital
In-house classification of pharmacogenetics tests
The clinical pharmacogenetics unit of La Paz University Hospital evaluates both the internal and external inquiries for which a pharmacogenetics test might be suited: i) drug response prediction; ii) the optimization of dosing requirements; and iii) the identification of therapy failure, adverse reactions, or interactions related to genetic variation. In order to handle the requests received, we classified pharmacogenetics tests into three groups (Figure 1 ): a. Preemptive molecular screening of actionable genetic markers required for treatment selection (HLA-B * 57:01/abacavir; IL28B-PEG-interferon-α). The pharmacogenetics result is directly referred to the petitioner because a complementary specialized clinical counseling is not deemed necessary and standard information is provided along with the results of the test. Presently, IL28B studies before the administration of interferon in hepatitis C virus (HCV) are no longer performed due to the implementation of alternative pharmacological treatments. b. Drugs with a well-defined protocol for pharmacogenetics treatment recommendations in a particular disease. Included here are those cases in which treatment based on pharmacogenetics testing has been agreed upon by clinical service(s) and are included in clinical protocols ( Table 1) . In this case, pharmacogenetics determination is requested along with other complementary tests performed in the initial stages of diagnosis and/or treatment. c. Drugs without a well-defined protocol. Ad hoc phenotyping of pharmacogenetics markers is available but not included in clinical protocols. In this case, a consultation is made to the pharmacogenetics unit in order to www.cts-journal.com It is important to consider that this distribution is not static: one drug might fit into two different groups, depending on its clinical indication and the protocol established in agreement with the petitionary clinical service. Furthermore, one particular drug can change from group 3 to group 2 when a consistent protocol has been defined and a preemptive genotyping strategy is designed. This process is dynamic and continuously updated.
It is important to note that our implementation plan is aimed toward a preemptive pharmacogenetics approach; thus, the pharmacogenetics test is performed on risk populations in which patients might or might not receive treatment. Nevertheless, genetic information would be available should prescription be necessary; for example, prior to bone marrow transplantation procedures in which a preemptive pharmacogenetics study for voriconazole response is performed in case the patient develops aspergillosis after transplantation. Figure 1 shows the organization of our clinical pharmacogenetics unit, which includes six main steps (Figure 2) . Petitionary services (treating physicians) send their request, including all clinical information, to the pharmacogenetics unit:
Pharmacogenetics unit workflow
a. For drugs belonging to the first group, samples are directly remitted to the INGEMM at LPUH for molecular analysis. The molecular report and its interpretation is then generated and sent back to the petitionary service through the LPUH electronic health record (EHR). b. In those cases in which a protocol has been agreed upon for the specific indication, clinical department samples are sent to the INGEMM and a consult with the pharmacogenetics unit is automatically created. A molecular report is generated by a molecular geneticist and remitted to the clinical pharmacologists for the elaboration of an individualized report, taking into account each patient's clinical record. This clinical report is usually sent to the treating physician through the EHR; however, a personal interview with the patient can be appointed if deemed necessary.
c. If an agreed-upon protocol does not exist, the patient is directly referred to the pharmacogenetics unit. Then it is decided if a pharmacogenetic test is recommended; if this is the case the process would be the same as described for the second group of pharmacogenetics tests.
Activity of the pharmacogenetics unit from 2014 to 2016
Between the implementation of the pharmacogenetics unit at LPUH in January 2014 and December 2016 (3 years), we received 2,539 requests ( Figure 3) ; 1,939 were for actionable genetic marker testing required for treatment selection (87% for HLA-B * 57:01 and 13% for IL28B) and were therefore directly sent for molecular screening because no previous clinical evaluation was needed. Approximately 6.5% of the patients tested for HLA-B * 57:01 showed a molecular profile related to a high risk of developing a hypersensitivity reaction to abacavir and, therefore, an alternative pharmacological treatment was recommended. Some 42.9% of the patients tested for IL28B before the administration of PEG-interferon-alpha-containing regimens in HCV genotype 1 patients showed a molecular profile related to low response to treatment.
A total of 711 enquiries belonging to tests groups 2 and 3 were requested. After clinical evaluation, we found that 84% of the patients (600) met the specific inclusion criteria for the requested pharmacogenetics test. We found that 32.1% of the patients showed a molecular profile that could be related to the specific requested drug's pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics. Among these patients, a clinical recommendation for dose adjustment was performed in 107 (57.5%).
TPMT preemptive testing before the administration of thioguanines is the most common request (60.7%). Genetic variants in the MTHFR gene are also frequently studied as predictors of methotrexate-induced liver toxicity (19.8%). The growing evidence regarding pharmacogenetics associations with the oral antifungal voriconazole and immunosuppressant agents' pharmacokinetics has led to an increase in the number of requests over the past year, mainly for patients needing transplantation (2.3% for voriconazole and 6.7% for immunosuppressant). We also performed pharmacogenetics tests before the administration of acenocoumarol (2.7%), fluoropyrimidines (2.8%), and other drugs, such as The table shows the final selection of SNPs (dbSNP b146) and genes included in our custom array. We also included two sex markers (rs768983 and rs3913290) for internal quality control of the genotyping process and the SNPs-related drugs. SNPs followed by * are reported to have more than two allelic variants.
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Figure 1
Classification of pharmacogenetics tests and pharmacogenetics unit workflow. We have divided pharmacogenetics tests into three main groups: For drugs belonging to group (a) in which the pharmacogenetics test is required before treatment prescription, requests and samples are directly forwarded to the genetics department (INGEMM) for sample processing and analysis. The final molecular report is directly sent to the petitionary service for treatment selection. Groups (b) and (c) share a different workflow: Petitionary services refer their request, including all clinical information, to the pharmacogenetics unit that will decide whether a pharmacogenetics test is indicated in each case. If the pharmacogenetics test is recommended, molecular analysis is performed in INGEMM and a genetic report is generated. Taking into account the molecular result and the clinical information of the patient, a final clinical recommendation is given to the original petitionary service. Clinical recommendations are specific for each patient because they are generated relying on a multifactorial basis. It is important to notice that groups (b) and (c) might share some particular drugs (e.g., voriconazole), given these might have a protocol when prescribed for a particular disease but not for a different pathology.
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Figure 2 Analysis workflow. Our custom analysis workflow includes six main steps performed by both the Clinical Pharmacology Department and the INGEMM pharmacogenetics specialists. First, genomic DNA from the patients is automatically extracted from peripheral blood cells using Chemagen technology (Perkin-Elmer, Boston, MA). However, in particular patients, DNA can be obtained from other biological samples such as saliva or tissue. It is necessary that all patients give informed consent to genetic analysis. Subsequently, a TaqMan OpenArray Genotyping Assay is performed using our custom design (PharmArray; Reg. no. 4571001). An individualized analysis of each SNP included in the pharmacogenetics protocol for each specific drug and disease is then performed. We then proceed to haplotype and diplotype inference using population databases and codification using the star-allele nomenclature ( * ). Once genotypes are codified, phenotypes are also inferred. Finally, an integration of both the clinical and molecular information is performed for a more individualized clinical recommendation. psychotropic agents; however, these studies were performed on a less frequent basis (6%, all).
Evaluating patient and physicians satisfaction
Patient's satisfaction has been evaluated in about 12% of the patients attending our consult (years 2015-2016). Also, we evaluated physician's perception (19 physicians from 9 different departments) about pharmacogenetics, their expectations on the application of pharmacogenetics, and the perceived utility of our pharmacogenetics unit. Questions and results of both surveys are presented in Table 3 .
Estimation of the costs associated with our activity Global cost of the activity for the NHS for the 3 years was 202,140 €, including all the costs for the NHS. The costs differ based on the level of consultation; the cost of a complete process, including pharmacogenetics determination and individual consultation, is 216 €. For the sake of comparison, the cost of attendance of a patient for an intravenous drug administration (i.e., anti-TNF administration) is 260 € and for a determination of drug plasma level is 106 €.
DISCUSSION
The growing evidence supporting the contribution of genetic variability in genes coding drug-metabolizing enzymes and transporters to interindividual heterogeneity in drug response has identified pharmacogenetics as a relevant tool for achieving the personalized medicine paradigm. 3 However, several barriers have been perceived both in Spain and around the world for routine integration of pharmacogenetics into the clinical practice of various national health systems (NHSs).
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Here we have presented our experience in the implementation of a custom strategy for integrating pharmacogenetics into the clinical practice of a Spanish tertiary-level hospital through the creation of a clinical pharmacogenetics unit covered by the Spanish NHS and accessible to all patients. This strategy is centered around two main ideas: individualization of clinical recommendations and the evolution to a preemptive genotyping strategy. Our strategy shows several similarities with other implementation programs previously proposed both in the United States and in Europe. The use of multidisciplinary teams and the common use of CPIC guidelines are two main points shared by most of the centers, including ours. In addition, our analysis workflow (Figure 2) is consistent with the stepwise process used across the TPP sites and advised by the CPIC guidelines. 8 One critical point in our approach is related to the interpretation of results and the development of the final clinical recommendation. In most of the mentioned approaches, the final step is a general clinical recommendation based on the predicted phenotype from the patient diplotype, mostly provided through the inclusion of warnings and simple pharmacogenetics information into prescription systems. Although this approach has some advantages and might be appropriate in some cases (e.g., clear, actionable biomarkers), in our opinion it can be insufficient at the present stage of knowledge and general acceptance for many of the pharmacogenetics tests and could even be harmful if the interpretation is not appropriate for a particular patient. Some reasons for this include the following: 
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YES (%)
Do the facilities seem to you decent, clean, and in accordance with the Clinical Genetic visit you have obtained?
100.00%
The expert who has attended to you has taken the adequate time to explain to you all the necessary details in order to understand the scope of the Clinical Pharmacogenetic visit?
100.00%
If studies were requested, have you understood what are they about, what it is expected from the result and how long it will take approximately?
Do you consider that the information was complete? 100.00%
Regardless the number of experts assisting you in the visit, have you had enough privacy to comment with them the problems that afflict you?
IS (%)
Transparency of the expert's information.
89.57%
Time of response of the requested analysis with regard to your necessities.
79.13%
Degree of confidence that you have in the results of the Clinical visit of this Institute.
80.43%
Answer and/or possibility of new consultations if requested.
83.48%
Telephone answering service of the administrative assistants when you call in order to make an appointment or clarify doubts.
84.78%
GLOBAL IS 83.47% Therefore, both clinical and molecular information should be individually integrated for each patient in order to develop a true personalized clinical recommendation based not only on genetic information but also taking into account medical history, other clinical factors, concomitant treatments, and the patient's preferences, provided by medical records and the patient encounter. This implies that our implementation strategy relies on the presence of a clinical pharmacogenetics specialist throughout the process, always in close agreement with other clinical specialists: selection of pharmacogenetics biomarkers and their integration in clinical protocols, selection of the patients for whom a pharmacogenetics test is indicated, and a final clinical recommendation and genetic counseling for patients when necessary.
In our experience, an individualized interpretation of both pharmacogenetics and clinical information is needed to achieve an accurate and optimized therapeutic plan. CPIC and other guidelines represent a useful framework for unification of the clinical recommendations among different centers, demonstrating that actionable recommendations for drugs can be implemented with minimal ambiguity. 8 However, we found it was essential to adjust this genotype-guided strategy to each patient's specific clinical background by a pharmacogenetics specialist. In addition, one of the challenges reported for the delivery of pharmacogenetics results is the identification of the right person to receive a recommendation as well as the various uses of information that might be made by each healthcare discipline.
14,15 Moreover, we found that the elaboration of an accurate clinical recommendation (with a clinical report and a posttest consultation when necessary), in addition to the molecular report, made the comprehension and application of the pharmacogenetics results easier for the specialists of the petitionary clinical departments, overcoming the already mentioned barriers to interpretation and application of the use of pharmacogenetics.
We also find that the stepped evolution from ad hoc genotyping strategies to a preemptive genotyping strategy is essential for bringing pharmacogenetics and clinics together. Our designed custom genomic tool PharmArray (based on the TaqMan OpenArray) was of great help to this aim. Although tests based on next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies [16] [17] [18] [19] have been reported in the literature, we found that our platform results are much more suitable for the clinical approach in terms of simplicity of analysis, turnaround times, and affordable costs in our NHS. This genotyping tool allowed us the implementation of a semipreemptive strategy with eight preestablished protocols agreed upon with various clinical services in risk populations. In our view, this is a very appropriate intermediate step to a full preemptive strategy. In this context, the evolution of this intermediate approach to a more extensive or even complete preemptive pharmacogenetics strategy still needs to be supported by cost-effectiveness studies.
Another key point for the implementation of pharmacogenetics in our hospital was bringing together research and clinical practice by promoting collaborative investigation 20, 21 and decision making; several investigation projects are underway evaluating the clinical results of this implementation. This approach led to a direct impact on clinical practice and a more active interaction with other medical specialties through lectures and clinical meetings, allowing the creation of more efficient and optimized treatment guidelines and protocols, as shown in the physician survey performed. In this survey it is also remarkable that all physicians consider that, in the last 3 years, its comprehension of the utility of pharmacogenetics in the clinical practice has improved, mainly due to their interaction with our unit (88.2%). Another important result is that physicians consider that pharmacogenetic information is useful, with a global index of satisfaction of 94.74%. Moreover, most physicians follow the recommendations of our unit (84,2%).
As reported in the literature, our results show that 6.5% of the patients tested for HLA-B * 57:01 prior to the administration of abacavir showed a molecular profile associated with a high risk of developing severe hypersensitivity reactions to the drug; therefore, abacavir is not recommended in this subpopulation. 22 Similarly, the number of patients with a low response genotype (IL28B; rs12979860; MAF = 0.31 T) for PEG-interferon-alpha-containing regimes was 42.9%, as expected. This means 11.1% of the patients belonging to the first group of pharmacogenetics tests, i) actionable genetic markers required for treatment selection, showed a molecular profile in which a modification in the initial therapeutic plan was needed (Figure 3) . For pharmacogenetic tests belonging to groups ii) drugs with a well-defined protocol for a specific disease and iii) drugs without a predefined protocol for a particular disease, we found that 32.1% of the patients showed an altered molecular profile needing a reevaluation of the standard therapeutic strategies and dosing regimens. From these, we recommended modifications to the initial therapeutic plan for 57.5% of the patients (Figure 3) .
The calculated costs are frequently lower than those described even for just genotyping in the United States and other countries. 23 Despite that our costs seem cost-effective and similar to usual procedures within our NHS, a formal cost-efficiency study of our strategy would be necessary for stronger institutional support and expansion.
CONCLUSION
Based on our experience, the implementation of clinical pharmacogenetics programs in the clinical routine is feasible with the actual resources of the Spanish NHS. The clinical pharmacogenetics unit of La Paz University Hospital is centered around the two main ideas of i) individualization of clinical recommendations and ii) preemptive genotyping in risk populations. This is the first publication of a specific strategy for the implementation of pharmacogenetics in Spain that differs from genotype-based clinical decision support tools integrated in prescription systems. Therefore, the multidisciplinary structure and workflow of this strategy could be considered a model for the clinical implementation of pharmacogenetic testing in other public hospitals of our country and in other countries with a similar NHS. Funding. No funding was received for this work.
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